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THE SOCIALIZATION OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 
THROUGH THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE1 

BY S. J. CRUMBINE, M.D. 

Secretary, State Board of Health, Topeka, Kansas 

We hear much, these days, about reconstruction and the con- 
servation of our national resources. This means that we are, at 
least, awakening to a realization of the fact that we have been 
prodigal of our resources and spendthrifts of our reserves, in other 
words, that we have lived for the moment at the expense of the 
future. This attitude of mind and action must be the result of 
ignorance, ignorance that comes from lack of training and a lack of 
appreciation of relative values. We have long been accused by 
serious-minded thinkers in Europe and in this country of having 
standards of value whose symbol and sign is the dollar mark. With 
humiliation and shame we must admit that there has been some 
truth in the accusation. 

Several years ago, a case of foot and mouth disease occurred in 
a young man in a certain county of Kansas. The associated press 
spread the information throughout the country. My visit to the 
case was delayed, pending investigation by a national expert and a 
confirmation of the diagnosis. When it was certain that the case 
was really one of foot and mouth disease, in company with the Presi- 
dent of the Board, I made a visit to the town in question for the 
purpose of a thorough study of the case. Imagine my surprise when, 
after retiring for the night, I was awakened from my slumber by a 
representative of the United States Department of Agriculture, who 
had been sent to make a careful investigation to determine whether 
or not the livestock of this community was safe from infection. I 
congratulated this trained veterinarian on representing such an 
efficient department of the public service. Assuring him that there 
was no danger of transmitting the disease to the neighborhood live- 
stock, I then made inquiry of the government's representative as to 
whether or not the government had heard of the 3,900 babies who 
had died in Kansas last year, and the 1,009 Kansas people who had 
died from tuberculosis that year and if, having heard, they had not 
sent the government representatives to Kansas to assist in the pre- 
vention of these diseases among the people. 

This incident is mentioned as an illustration of our ideas of rela- 
tive values. Kansas cattle and pigs seem to have ample protection 

1Read at a meeting of the Northwest Nurses' Association, Glacier Park, 
Montana, July 15, 1919. 
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from both the state and federal government, but it is with the greatest 
difficulty that we can arouse public interest in the vital matter of 
public health. 

Whatever have been our shortcomings in the past, the awful 
catastrophe of war has made us keenly aware that the foundations 
of the national defense rest upon the health and strength, in body 
and mind, of the people. 

These complex problems which public health workers are called 
upon to solve are social and economical before they are medical. In 
other words, we are now called upon to consider the source and the 
cause of preventable sickness rather than attempt merely to mitigate 
its malignant influence. We can see, then, how, with a suddenness 
that is almost startling, the great public health movement relating 
to the public health nurse has sprung into existence, the result and 
the outcome, no doubt, of the social evolution which is making rapid 
progress in this country. 

The visiting nurse was first inaugurated as a philanthropy, 
primarily to bring medical nursing into the homes of the poor, but 
we now recognize the evolution, both as to purpose and name, of 
the visiting nurse into the public health nurse as a powerful means 
for preventing disease, a mighty adjunct for promoting health, an 
economic means for preventing ill health among industrial workers 
and, finally, for extending the principles of health and healing to the 
out-patient dispensaries, the hospitals, and the rural communities. 

I assert that no other public health movement of modern times 
has made such rapid strides forward and upward as the public health 
nurse movement, and no work has been productive of such immediate 
results in easing human suffering among the poor in the prevention 
of sickness and premature death as has this movement. Such results 
assure appreciation of service by the public, and permanency of 
position as a necessary part of modern public health work and social 
service. This appreciation of the service of the public health nurse 
has been expressed in an unprecedented demand from schools, munici- 
palities, communities, states, and large industrial corporations which 
it has been impossible to supply with trained workers. 

In consideration of this fact, and in order that those engaged in 
public health work who have not had special training might have 
some opportunities along this line, we have added a section on public 
health nursing to our annual School for Health Officers in Kansas. 

Manifestly, then, the business of the public health nurse carries 
with it great opportunity and tremendous responsibility, for one 
condition cannot obtain without the other. 

The relation of the public health nurse to the individual is usually 
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one of immediate need, either social or medical in character, and 
often both; she should exercise her technical training as a graduate 
nurse in lending a helping hand to the sick, or in planning for an 
economic need which may be an important factor in that particular 
case. Oftentimes her resources are taxed to the limit to meet these 
needs. She must not only be skilled with her hands, but equally expert 
with her brain, for she must often assume the role of nurse, diplomat, 
reformer and judge. What a splendid opportunity, and yet what a 
grave responsibility, comes to each of you in your relation to the 
individual! That your service to some is unappreciated, and even 
resented, should not be occasion for discouragement on your part; 
one never knows but that seed sown in unpromising soil may bring 
a bountiful harvest. 

The public health nurse is concerned not only in restoring to 
health the afflicted one, but in making an effort to ascertain the cause 
or origin of the sickness, if a communicable or preventable disease, 
and in instructing the patient in methods of prevention. In other 
words, the future welfare of the patient must be considered as well 
as present necessities. The public health nurse is one possessed of 
a vision which looks beyond the hour, the place and the individual. 

Let us next consider the relation of the public health nurse to 
the family. Ordinarily, the graduate nurse concerns herself only 
with the patient whom she is hired to serve; her relation to the family 
is purely incidental. If she is gracious in manner, skillful in service, 
and comely of face and form, her professional contact with the family 
may be something more than mere toleration, and her memory more 
than a nightmare in which sickness, suffering, vile medicine and the 
check-book are mixed in an unsavory mess. The public health nurse 
has an entirely different relation to the family. She comes to serve 
the family as well as the sick individual, without the hope of fee or 
reward. If it be a case of preventable illness, she instructs the family 
as well as the patient how to avoid future trouble by well known 
measures of prevention. She realizes that a second case of typhoid 
fever or tuberculosis from contact with that family after she assumes 
control, must be an indictment of her worth as a public health nurse. 
She realizes that instruction to the mother how to properly feed, 
clothe and care for her baby will be much more fruitful of results 
than simple assistance in nursing a marasmic infant; she is fully 
aware that a practical lesson in household economics, home sanita- 
tion and personal hygiene is better than a barrel of medicine and a 
bushel of pills. Indeed, her relation to the family is quite as funda- 
mental and important as to the individual patient. It is at this point 
that graduate nursing and public health nursing diverge, and the 
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worth of the public health nurse to the community becomes a public 
asset of the highest value. 

Finally, let us consider her relation to the community; the interest 
of the trained and altruistic public health nurse does not cease with 
her patient and her family, for by the same token that she is inter- 
ested in the family, must she be interested in the community. She 
clearly understands that the community is endangered by every 
uncared-for case of tuberculosis, that the community will suffer from 
a typhoid epidemic if the discharges from the typhoid patient be not 
safely disposed of; that an epidemic of diseases of childhood can never 
be staid unless their prevalence and location are known to the health 
authorities; that the purity of the public milk supply, conditions the 
sale of small coffins by the local undertakers; and that the registra- 
tion of babies is of more importance than the recorded pedigrees of 
lap poodles. 

In other words, the public health nurse considers herself more 
or less responsible in preventing, or in reducing the incidence of pre- 
ventable sickness and death in her community. She is beginning to 
have the same mental attitude toward a high infant mortality and 
high tuberculosis and typhoid fever death rate that the educated 
housewife has toward the prevalence of flies in her kitchen; namely, 
that it is more or less of a disgrace. 

The public health nurse, therefore, must be an authority in mat- 
ters of hygiene and sanitation and must have a keen sense of the 
height and depth and width of her problem, for above everything 
else, she must be a teacher in public health; morning, noon and night, 
by precept and example, she must teach people in right living. No 
case is so ignorant or so hopeless, no community so blind or stupid, 
and no state so negligent or backward, as to divert her high purpose 
and will in accomplishment, for with such a purpose, will and objec- 
tive, success is already assured when the task is begun. 

One of the curious anomolies found in almost every community 
is the gross ignorance and grotesque views held by the average person 
concerning things medical. A recent writer has well expressed this 
view in verse which is worth repeating: 

For evelry ache and every pain, 
So many folks have the belief 
That they will surely find relief 

From something in a bottle. 
Some folks want something they can smell, 
Or something they can "rub in well", 
While some prefer to taste the stuff, 
And never seem to get enough 

Of something in a bottle. 
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No matter if they always fail 
To find relief, you'll see them hail 
With great delight some new affair, 
Some fake to swallow, smell or wear- 

Or something in a bottle. 
If folks would quit these things, and pause 
Just long enough to find the cause 
Of all their ills, they soon would learn 
How they'd been fooled, and then they'd turn 

From something in a bottle. 

Probably no other class of public health nursing is so difficult, 
exacting, and at times so unsatisfying and depressing as that of the 
tuberculosis nurse, in relation to tuberculosis control. When we con- 
sider that the various forms of tuberculosis as a rule assume the 
so-called chronic state, that the patients are ill from one to three or 
more years, and that with the prolonged illness, there must inevitably 
result great restlessness, impatience and dissatisfaction with phy- 
sicians, nurses, and even with those near and dear to them, one can 
appreciate the difficulties surrounding the proper control of these 
cases. 

Precautions which, when first instituted, were observed with 
great care and zest, soon become burdensome, and an atmosphere of 
discontent and hopelessness often seizes upon everybody related to 
the case; a general air of "What's the use?" prevails. 

It is at this point that the tuberculosis nurse by her cheer, and 
her encouragement, by her demonstration and sacrifice, by her un- 
dimmed and unclouded optimism, may restore to the patient and to 
the friends that needed thing which is essential for the recovery of 
the case, and for the untiring devotion of the household to continue 
the work of prevention. 

The public health nurse, having knowledge that most cases of 
tuberculosis date their infection from childhood, will be keenly alive 
to the necessity of safeguarding the children of the home from the 
infected sputum of the patient. Family superstition, community 
ignorance and the advice of well-meaning, but misinformed friends, 
must be swept aside and exact, scientific knowledge substituted. 
Oftentimes it takes courage of a high order to combat age-old 
ignorance and superstition, and it takes courage of even higher order 
to diplomatically circumvent false notions having a religious basis, 
or equally false information having a professional basis, but when 
equipped with accurate knowledge and accurate information one can 
go forward unafraid. 

If the task of the public health tuberculosis nurse is thus so 
difficult, it must be true that the compensation and rewards must be 
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equally great and satisfying. No other public health service is 
entitled to greater remuneration, for the work is not without danger, 
and I think it is generally recognized that the highest compensation 
is given to nurses highly trained in this class of work. 

But there are other compensations besides that of the coin of 
the realm, and one of these is the satisfaction of a noble service per- 
formed and a task accomplished; for we cannot measure in symbols 
of the dollar, the exaltation of spirit and the approval of conscience 
that comes to the persons who have been faithful to their trust; and 
who have in a full measure given of their life's best service to the 
end that others might live. 

INDUSTRIAL WELFARE NURSING' 
BY FRANCES McGEE, R.N. 

New Albany, Indiana 

The nurse in the industrial field is so new and is capable of so 
much development that the boundaries of her field are changing daily. 
Progressive firms are employing nurses daily to develop new lines of 
work. 

In former times, when a large force of employes was the excep- 
tion, the employer could easily keep in touch with his men and know 
them well enough to find out when there was distress in any family 
or disagreement in the plant. With the expansion of firms, more 
highly specialized lines of employment, larger numbers of employes, 
etc., such a condition became physically impossible, the employer still 
retained his interest, but the employe found he was only a cog in a 
very large wheel. 

In many plants a first-aid room, or corner of a room, was in 
charge of an employe appointed for the purpose of attending to 
injuries occurring in the plant. It was, and is, unjust to expect a 
mechanic to use the technique that a nurse spends years to acquire, 
and seldom or never does he possess the tact or diplomacy necessary 
in these positions. Because of the location of the department, the 
idea of putting a nurse in charge seemed absurd. Besides, what 
nurse, in a nice white uniform, would care to work with greasy 
mechanics? So, since the nurse could not go there, a first-aid room 
was established. In many plants it was a part of the main office, but 
in many cases a separate building was erected. 

'Read at a meeting of the Indiana State Nurses' Association. 
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